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About This Game

Space Giraffe is an abstract action arcade style game that takes place in a succession of beautiful environments generated by an
advanced graphics synthesizer. It presents itself as a shooter but the more you play the more you discover the hidden depths and
strategies that make the gameplay satisfyingly rich and rewarding. This is the boldest evolution of the trance-shooter, created by

the company that helped to define the genre with the groundbreaking �Tempest 2000�.

200 levels of trancetastic action.
Beautiful abstract graphics that respond to audio input.
Deep gameplay that rewards strategic and thoughtful play.
Accessible enough to entertain a novice player, but deep enough to satisfy the arcade expert.
Intense, satisfying, synaesthesiac shooting action that you'll return to again and again in search of ever higher scores.
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Awesome! Developers better keep going on this, pretty fun. Horse riding was a cool concept, and I like the powers.. It's fun and
it's free. Simple and stylish interface with nice music.. Fun for the whole family.. Gameplay seems to draw a lot of influence
from Legend of Zelda 2, even more so if you go the Mahou Island route for chapter 2. Also, despite the cutesy art style, combat
is pretty rough, with the unarmored chibi knight going down in 2 or 3 hits, and even with max armor, late game enemies can still
take you out fast.

It's not a terribly long game, and I beat the game twice in about four and a half hours total, completing almost all of the side
quests, but not hunting down every secret. I didn't see a new game+ mode, so you have to start from scratch to play the other
option in chapter 2, but that's not too bad.

The best thing, though, is probably the voice acting by the 8-year old daughter. If you don't think it's adorbable, I don't want to
be your friend.. Still today, the best of Heroes of Might & Magic games released by Ubisoft. Nival got the essence of Heroes of
Might & Magic gameplay and transferred to a magnificent 3D world. "Anime"-style art was highly discussed, but it was really
not that much asian-like but overdone/caricaturized, matching the mood of series starting games Heroes 1 and Heroes 2.
Innovations like breaking the strictly army-turn-based combat in initiative-based combat in which faster units get more moves,
and a deep, distinctive skill system were refreshing and missed in next games. Tribes of the East, being the last expansion,
refines the game experience and it is a recommended classic.. At first i thougt game where bugged then i found out that its just
very very bad controle's in the game.. Posting my refund request here:

Game isn't actually, or rather doesn't feel fast paced or old school, ai has pinpoint hitscan accuracy which normally wouldn't be
a problem, many old school shooters like doom have this, except for the fact that you don't have any accuracy, far from it. You
have to aim down the sights which slows down your movement, takes up half the screen and in general feels like a pain to do

If you intend to hip fire good luck with that, because your accuracy without it is a joke, and don't forget you only have a few
seconds to do it before the enemies will kill you. You can't even run and run with the machine gun!

Speaking of running, you have to hold down shift to sprint! You can hold it down for as long as you want, there's no penalty for
doing it either, what's the point? Why not just have yourself set to always run? I wanna sprint automatically and shoot enemies
without having to aim down the sights. Just a little nitpick.

The shooting itself is subpar, there's no ragdoll physics, no enemies flinching when attacking and no gore, just some pixel blood
sprays and a death animation that plays with it when you kill an enemy, no fun in that.

Graphics are nice though, I really do like the choice of weapon designs used, they look clean and pretty.

I could forgive the lack of options, the terrible music, the extremely linear level design but when the gameplay is held back by
such things, thats when you have a bad game.
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Hexels 2 is good. It's good for what it does and its unique grid based painting has some interesting possibilities compred to the
other pixel art tools out there. However, I think it still has some more rooms for a improvement because the base technology
sounds great but it feels a bit under utilized.

For example, it could be a really great tool for creating not just a piece of art but in-game ready isometric art assets, but it isn't
that straight forward yet. Adding some constraint drawing mode can help a lot with this tool. Hexels looks like it can create
awesome angled, isometric pixel art and it dose, but it just need that extra drawing tools / modifiers to help itself.

Having said all that, I am eager and hopeful for the future development of this tool and it just may be the Maya of 2D pixel art.
It just need that 10% f extra "ohh, cool" factor when you actually use the tool. Hexels can already do a lot, but it can do a lot
better.. Damn Evelyn has a good taste in music\ufeff. this is by far one of my favorite little games, way more challenging then
the newer titles. 5 mins and it is already heartwarming and nice. The whole idea of combining narrative and puzzle is great, good
job pals.

But I have something that bothers me a lot, when you fail puzzle, there are no options to restart it except of save->quit->play.
And this consequence of actions really breaks immersion, would be great if you would fix that

UPDATE:

Have found the way to restart puzzle: in Alchemist and Preventer story you should drag yellow dots on top of the screen, in
Newspaper story, you should drag dates.

Also, as I expected - amazing game with solid narrative part, totally will recommend it. Yeah, gameplay absolutely does not fit
story and sometimes breaks immersion, but you tried bring something more or less fresh and I really appreciate it. This game is
Amazing and has loads of potential so I wrote a few Pros and Cons:
Pros:
Cheap
Time Killer
Beautiful
eZ Controls

Cons:
Why are you looking here? This game is Amazing.. Alright let me get the good out of the way because ther's a lot to talk about:

First, the gameplay, two thumbs up for me. I found that if you're dying over and over again, there's somthing you're not doing
right, you need ALL the ablilities and firepower you can get, unlike a lot of games where it kinda just remains unused until a
hard boss fight where you go "oh that's right i had THIS power". You need everything you can to survie, and it shows a lot of
thought and testing went into it.

Second, the horde mode i found to be fun. Not the best one i've ever played, but fun. Enjoyable, play the story missions up to
the last one before horde mode otherwise you won't know what you're doing.

Lastly, the boss fights, i loved them. They really do make you use everything you've learnt up to that point to just try to stay
alive, and if you want to beat it, you're gonna need to figure out a way. It's so satisfying to beat them however, unlike a lot of
games where the boss is a bullet sponge and can't really hurt you unless you're in the way of it's one
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t attack.

BUT if I had one MAJOR complaint about this game (and I do) it's this: what seems to be the last level is absolute garbage and
it made me not want to play the game ever again.

Now, I'll block out the spoiler, up to you if you want to read it, but if you don't want anything spoiled let me just say this: the
last level wasn't "too difficult" I went into it wanting a really meaty challenge, but that isn't what the last level is, instead, it's just
trolling the player.

 so for the last level (from what i could tell i couldn't get past it) all of your abilities and powers except for a shield are taken
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away. Instead it turns into a survival horror maze game where you have to get a bunch of glowy balls to put into a big glowy ball
in the center of the maze. You start in the center, and have to explore the surrounding maze to find the glowy balls. In the maze
are insta-death monsters who screech really loudly and are essentially a jumpscare death. You have a flashlight to see the
monsters ahead of you, because otherwise you can only see a small radius around you, but they can also see the flashlight and
will chase you. Also they're much faster, so it isn't as much of a chase as it is a split second telling you that you
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up. It wasn't hard, it was frustrating and just plain not fun. I hate games who's end challenge is a
different set of gameplay from the rest of the game. And I hate mazes, and I hate insta-death, super fast enemies, and I hate
fetch quests, so the last level is all of that rolled together. Oh, and you have to gather 5 balls without one
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-up, if you do, you start all over.

All in all, really fun, worth the buy, last level can suck on a hairy, sweaty, smegma covered nutsack.
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